RUN # 2389 SEQ RUN WITH GOLD COAST HASH
VENUE: NORFOLK TAVERN ORMEAU
HARES: SLAB, VASELINE and ANCHOVY
After a short 45 minute drive down the M1 due to my most competent navigator HANDJOB,
we arrived at the Norfolk Tavern to find an eager group of hashmen from GC and BH3. VD loved the venue
as he was closer to home than when he comes to Brisbane.
After the obligatory welcome from SIR PRINCE VALIANT and descriptions of the run and walk it was ON ON
into Pascoe rd. then turning right at Doolan St.heading into some nice off road parks and bush. After
coming back out onto Doolan St. then through more park to Winfield Rd.
Somehow PUSHUP and LITTLE ARSEPLAY managed to find their way to the front of the pack leading into the
regroup. Then ON ON to Cone bush Circuit followed by more good bush along the edge of Orange
Mountain Rd. to home with SLAB bringing up the rear on his pushbike rounding up the stragglers. Some
entertainment on the run with a house fire with 3 fire trucks,police and ambulance in attendance. I think
the hares are under suspicion for the fire trying to get run of the year. A well set run utilising both bush
and street running. Even Though TINKERBELLE managed to find all the wrong trails OPTUS got everyone
back on trail and the BH3 guys showed their class with OPTUS, TINKERBELLE, BUGS,TIGHTNUTS,SCRUFFY,
CRAFT, PUSHUP and LITTLE ARSEPLAY finishing at the front of the pack.
The walk was a relaxing 4 klm using bush and roads.
The Circle provided the usual bullshit with Vaso and Anchovy being contenders for shit of the week for
soliciting the phone no. of the girlfriend of RECTUM,a gold coast hashman who was returning to the UK
from the Philippines as well as LITTLE ARSEPLAY for sending one of his clients bankrupt with a frivolous law
suit. The eventual winner was a gold coast hashman who shall remain nameless who was refused entry into
the Philippines for an undisclosed indiscretion.
BRENGUN pulled his usual trick by getting to within a couple of klms of the start, getting lost then missing
in action never to be seen again.
The food at the tavern was of good quality and value for money.
RUN: 8.25
CIRCLE: 8.0
FOOD: 9.5
Many thanks to OPTUS for his input into the run report.
ON! ON! SHITBAGS

